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Marketing Experts Launch Integrated Media Research Center 
Multidisciplinary Group Join Forces to Share and Promote Marketing Knowledge 

 
  

WASHINGTON D.C. November 28, 2016 – The Integrated Media Research Center (IMRC), an online 

resource for cross-discipline marketing knowledge, has been launched today by a consortium of leading 

marketing agencies and professionals.  The IMRC website (www.imresearchcenter.com), which houses a 

growing archive of objective research and case studies on marketing best practices, is designed to 

encourage an ongoing discussion among marketers worldwide about the most effective use of the many 

valuable marketing channels, including direct mail. 

 

“Direct mail is an important media channel and media planners need to understand its worth for 

engagement and persuasion to have all the secret weapons in the tool box,” says Elissa Moses, CEO of 

Ipsos Neuro & Behavioral Science Center and a member of the IMRC Board of Advisors. 

 

By providing access to a wealth of research and case studies, the IMRC expects to help facilitate media 

selection decisions to maximize brand return on marketing spend.   

 

The IMRC is an initiative developed by senior executives representing organizations involved in diverse 

aspects of marketing, including: direct marketing, research, media planning, data analytics, advertising 

and the US Mail.  Collectively, these executives form the IMRC Board of Advisors.  

 

“It has become increasingly clear that communications preferences are rapidly shifting given the myriad of 

media channels available today,” explains Hamilton Davison, president of the American Catalog Mailers 

Association and an early booster of the IMRC.  “We do not understand enough about how various media 

channels work together, or even how to accurately measure the contribution of media channels to an 

overall marketing campaign. IMRC seeks to advance the state of understanding through research, case 

studies, best practices and fostering a dialog between professionals across a range of industry verticals 

and advertising sectors.” 
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Measuring the impact of media channels in a multichannel world is a constant challenge to many 

marketers.  "We came together to create the IMRC because nearly all of the multi-channel marketers we 

encounter struggle with how to attribute earned revenue to the different marketing channels in which they 

invest,” says Andrew Joyce, vice president at MeritDirect and a member of the IMRC Board of Advisors. 

“I’m excited about the opportunity IMRC provides marketers to benefit from peer-to-peer experience. 

Absorbing real-world case studies and learning what peer companies have tested and learned about is 

the best strategy for understanding multi-channel attribution.” 

 

The IMRC website will be a repository for the most recent marketing-related research, data and case 

studies, and will identify areas and questions that need attention. Visitors will be encouraged to contribute 

content as well as suggest topics for research. 

 

“Today’s marketing landscape is complex and fragmented,” says Lisa Rapp, director of products for the 

Acxiom Corp. and a member of the IMRC Board of Advisors. “Marketers need to know how to optimize 

the cross-channel customer experience to maximize ad spend. The Integrated Media Research Center 

will be a comprehensive resource to assist marketers with these pain points.” 

 

Some members of the IMRC Board of Advisors include representatives from the Advertising Research 

Foundation, Acxiom, Ipsos, McCann Worldgroup, MeritDirect, Mindshare, and the U.S. Postal Service. 

Bentley University’s Center for Marketing Technology and other organizations have lent support by 

providing research and case studies to feature on the website. The IMRC continues to actively seek 

research and case studies across the marketing industry and around the globe. For more information on 

the IMRC, please contact: Hamilton Davison at info@imresearchcenter.com.  

 
Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter @IMResearchCentr. 
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